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In this paper we take an initial step towards developing a theory 
for finite difference approximations of elliptic boundary value 
problems. We begin as in the differential case with the study of 
boundary value problems on a half space, and we restrict our attention 
to a single linear equation. The first step in the analysis of these 
problems is the Wiener-Hopf factorization of the symbol of the 
differential or difference operator in the equation, so that Fourier 
transform methods can be applied. Of course, the symbol of a diffe- 
rential operator is a polynomial, and its factorization involves only 
trivial algebraic operations. In the difference case, however, the 
symbol is an exponential polynomial, and factorization is already a 
problem of moderate difficulty. The main goal of this paper is to 
factor the symbol of a difference operator which approximates a 
given elliptic differential operator. 
Suppose 
P(D) = c a,DQ 
Ial-tm 
is a homogeneous properly elliptic differential operator on Ra with 
constant (complex) coefficients; here OL is a multi-index and 
D = --i a/&c. We consider an approximation to P(D) by a difference 
operator of the form 
Qh(D) = h--z* j&cj&Wj.D) = h-zm 1 ciThj 
jSZ” 
(finite sum), 
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where TV denotes the translation T,CJJ(X) = P)(X + u). We use the 
Fourier transform with the sign convention 
$5(t) = s,. dx e-i(zJ)p(x), 
SO that in Fourier transform space P(D) and Qh(D) are multiplication 
operators by P(5) and Qh(5) respectively. We shall say that Qh,(D) is 
elliptic if Qh([) # 0 for 5 E Rn - 27x-h-W, and we shall say that 
Qh(D) is consistent with P(D) if for all .$ 
It follows from the relation Qh([) = h-2mQ,(h[) that Qh(D) is consistent 
with P(D) if, and only if, 
Qd5) = W) + 4 5 P> 
for small 4. In the factorization theorem below we consider Qh(t) only 
for h = 1, omitting the subscript “l”, since the factorization for 
other values of h can be obtained from this case by homogeneity. 
We study boundary value problems on the half space 
{x E R” I (x, W 2 O}, w h ere N is a unit vector in R”. The transla- 
tions in Q(D) d e fi ne a distinguished coordinate system on R”, and we 
do not assume that the boundary hyperplane ((x, N) = 0} is aligned 
with the coordinate axes of this frame. We are not aware of any 
previous literature for the skew case. For differential problems on a 
half space, a partial Fourier transform with respect to the boundary 
variables reduces the problem to a boundary value problem on a half 
line for an ordinary differential equation that depends on a parameter, 
and this equation is easily handled with the Wiener-Hopf technique. 
As we remarked above, the factorization is trivial in the differential 
case. Since P(D) is properly elliptic, for any nonzero vector [ 
orthogonal to N there are precisely 7tl roots {a”([‘) / v = 1, 2,..., EV} of 
the polynomial 7 E+ P([’ + rN) in the upper half plane; let 
and define Pm analogously. In our case, the reduction via a partial 
Fourier transform leads to a boundary value problem on a half line for 
an operator suggestive of Toeplitz form, 
Q((‘, DN) = c cieiciJ’>TCjv,> , 
joZ” 
where TA denotes translation on the line. In a subsequent paper, 
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we intend to apply the Wiener-Hopf ideas to the investigation 
of what boundary conditions for such an operator lead to a well-posed 
problem whose solution approximates the solution of the differential 
problem. 
In the theorem below, the main result of this paper, we use the 
notation C,&TR) for the Banach algebra of continuous functions on 
the torus T” = Rn/25-rZn whose Fourier series converge absolutely, 
with the natural norm. We assume that Q(f) is an elliptic exponential 
polynomial consistent with P(t), a properly elliptic homogeneous 
polynomial of degree 2m. 
THEOREM. The symbol Q may be factored in the algebra C&(Tn), 
Q(t) = ei<“,‘)Q+(t) Q-(e), where k E Zn and where for each 5 the almost 
periodic function t H Q,([ + tN) h as an extension to an entire function 
of exponential type, bounded and non-vanishing in the half plane 
(+Im z > 0} and tending to a nonxero limit uniformly in Rlx as 
Im z -+ Too. Moreover, Q, may be chosen to be consistent with P, . 
The differential case suggests a proof of the theorem based on a 
study of the zeros of 
Q(& x) = 1 c-ei<j.t>ei:i.N,z, 
j 
the extension of t t+ Q(f + tN) to an entire function of exponential 
type. Although it is not difficult to show that the canonical product 
corresponding to the zeros of Q([; .) in the upper half plane converges, 
it seems to be impractical to show that this product is almost periodic. 
The example on pp. 462-3 of Levin [3] is indicative of the problems 
involved. 
Instead we base our proof on the ideas of the original Wiener-Hopf 
factorization. We write log Q(t) = 4+(t) + $-(t), where the Fourier 
coefficients {aj 1 j E Zm} of #+ vanish for (j, N) > 0 and the Fourier 
coefficients of $- vanish in the complementary half space, and we 
define Q* = exp & . The proof would be quite simple except for the 
fact that if Q is to be consistent with P, Q must vanish at the origin. 
Hence, log Q is singular there, at least one of the terms in the decom- 
position of log Q is singular, and the exponential of this term might be 
very singular indeed. However, by dividing out the factors of P which 
cause the singularity, we are able to show that Q* is continuous. In 
general, there is no reason to expect the factors Q+ to be more regular 
than having an absolutely convergent Fourier series-even in the 
differential case the factors are singular along the line {tN}, and in our 
case this line may well be dense in the torus. 
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1. MODIFICATION OF THE FACTORS P& TO BE PERIODIC 
Our aim in this section is to define a periodic function on Rn that 
coincides with P+ near the origin. We concentrate on the construction 
for P+, since the two cases are completely symmetric. Let v be a 
smooth function that is identically one near the origin and is supported 
in the cube $9 = (5 1 ) tk 1 < r}. We note from Lemma 1 below that 
log P+ is single valued on R” - (01, and we define P+* as the extension 
to a periodic function of exp{p, log P+}. Such an extension exists 
because exp{q, log P+l = 1 on 9J - supp v. We remark that 
P+w(5) # 0 if e E R” - 27Zn, and we shall use Lemmas 2 and 3 below 
to show that P+” E C,,(T"). Th ese lemmas will also be used in the 
main proof. 
Let A : R" -+ Nl be the orthogonal projection, so that 
where b,(e) is the K-th elementary symmetric function of the roots 
{a”(%)}. Of course, b,(r) is smooth for 4’ E Nl - {0} and is 
homogeneous of degree k > 0; thus Z+.(5)) is continuous on Nl, and 
therefore P, is continuous on R". 
LEMMA 1. The logarithm of P+ is single valued on R" - (O}. 
Proof. For n > 3, Rn - {0} is simply connected, so it is clear that 
log P+ is single valued. If A = 2, it is necessary to show that 
Jy d(arg P+) = 0, where y is a curve in R2 encircling the origin. We 
observe that P+(t) = lim,,, P+(f; -ie), where 
P+(k 4 = i rz + (5, w - 4431, (2) 
v=l 
and P+(5; 4~) # 0 if E > 0, since Im a,(e) > 0; therefore 
JY d[arg P+(* ; -ie)] = 0, and 
J 
Y 
d(arg P+) = kz 1 d[arg P+(.; AC)] = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2. Let A : Rn --t V E Rk be an orthogonal projection, and 
suppose that fg C"(Rk - {0}) is homogeneous of degree u > 0. If 
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~4 E Ccm(Rn) is supported in the cube 3, then the periodic extension of 
16(5)f(&) belongs to C,t,P). 
Proof. First we prove that it suffices to show that the Fourier 
transform 
is integrable on R”. Since # has compact support, G has an extension 
to an entire function on C” of exponential type. It is well-known 
(Boas [2], Theorem 6.7.1) that for an entire functiong of one complex 
variable of exponential type 7, 
s OD dt 1g(t +is)1 < erlsl Irn dt I &)I; --m --oo 
it follows, working with one variable at a time, that 
s R’ dx ) G(x + iy)l < eTlvI I R” dx I G(x)1 (3) 
for an appropriate constant r that depends on supp $. Now the 
periodic extension of #f has the Fourier series 
j& G(j) e-i(j*.). 
Because G is analytic, G evaluated at a point is dominated by the Li 
norm of G in a neighborhood of that point; that is, there is a constant C 
such that 
where B = {z E C” 1 1 z - j I < E>. It can be seen from (3) and (4) that 
2I 1 G(j)1 < co if G ELM. 
In general, f (AS) is singular along the subspace ker A, but in the 
special case when k = n, f is singular only at the origin. This singular- 
ity determines the rate of decay at CO of the Fourier transform G of 
#f. In particular, if + E 1 near zero, #f is homogeneous near zero, and 
a proof that G is integrable in this case is suggested by the observation 
that the Fourier transform of a function homogeneous of degree u is 
homogeneous of degree -(n + u). We refer to the literature on 
pseudodifferential operators (for example, Seeley [4], Lemma 4) for 
the details of this analysis. Here we take it as granted that G ELM 
if K = n and ~5 = 1 near zero. 
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In the general case we consider separately those variables on which 
f(At> depends, 
R” z (ker (1) x (ker A)‘- z R”-” x RX‘, 
and we write (X i , ~a) E Rnek x Rk for the Fourier transform variables. 
Let 0 E Ccm(Rk) be identically one near (I(supp $); thus 
YG) = WV) 9(t). The F ourier transform of the product $f is a 
convolution with respect to the variables common to both functions, 
where $ and 8f are the Fourier transforms of Q and Of on Rn and Rk, 
respectively. Of course $ ELM, and by the special case above 
of EL1(Rk); an application of Fubini’s theorem shows that G is 
integrable on R”. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If f E C&Tn), and if z,b E Caba is supported 
in a simply connected domain on which f never vanishes, then 
# kf E GP). 
Proof. The topological assumption on supp # guarantees that 
# log f is defined globally. According to the Wiener-Levy localization 
principle, it suffices to prove that for each point 5 E supp # there is 
some function in C,,(T”) which coincides with q5 log f near 4‘. Given 
any point 5 E supp #, it is trivial to construct a nonvanishing function 
g E C,&Tn) which agrees with f near t such that the range of g lies in 
a sector (Z E C 1 1 arg z - argf (01 < 7r/2}. By the operational 
calculus log g E Cabs(Tn), and $ log g E C,,(T”) coincides with 4 log f 
near 5. Hence, 4 1ogfE Caba( and the proof is complete. 
We prove now that P+” E C,&Tn). Since P+@ is C” away from 
{tlv} n supp v, when applying the localization principle we may 
restrict our attention to points on that line segment. It follows from 
Lemma 2 and an inspection of (1) that $P+ E C,,(m), where 4 is any 
smooth function supported in 59. Near the origin P+@ coincides with 
P+ , so W+” E Ca,(T”) f or an appropriate $. For any other point 5 of 
{tN} n supp y, we modify log P+ according to Lemma 3 to obtain a 
function F which agrees with log P+ near 8 such that FF E C,,(Tn); 
then exp(qF) E C&T”) and coincides with P+” near E. Therefore, by 
the Wiener-Levy principle, P+” E Cabs(Tn). 
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2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
It follows from Lemma 1 that log P = log P, + log P- is single 
valued on R” - (0); we claim that log & is also single valued. The 
claim is trivial if n > 3. If n = 2 we must show, as in the proof of 
lemma 1, that Jy d(arg Q) = 0, where y encircles the origin; by 
choosing y to lie within a neighborhood 4.V of the origin with the 
property that 1 Q(t) - P(t)1 ==c j P(t)1 for t E JV - {0}, we see that 
I d(arg Q) = 1 d(arg P) = 0. 
Y Y 
Although Q is periodic, its argument may fail to be periodic. For each 
coordinate direction ej , let 
h = (WYarg Q(S + 2+) - arg Q(t)>; (5) 
of course, this definition is independent of 5. The logarithm of the 
function 
is clearly periodic, and since an exponential multiplier has been 
explicitly included in the factorization theorem, we may assume 
without loss of generality that 1ogQ is periodic. As the singularity of 
log Q at the origin is only logarithmic, we conclude that log Q E L2(T”). 
Let P+ : L*(T”) +L*(T”) be the projection 
g+[,i(j..)] = Pa.) if (j, lV> < 0 
IO if (j, N> > 0, 
and let 8- = I - 9,. 
The Wiener-Hopf factorization suggests the definition 
Q* = expW* log Q>. 
In view of the symmetry between the two cases, we may focus 
our attention on Q, . We show below that although B+(logQ) is 
singular, still one has 
and hence 
8+ = ~+Oog 8) - log P-t” E CadW, (6) 
Q+ = P+” exp B+ E CadTn). (7) 
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The expectation that Q+ is consistent with P+ makes (6) very plausible, 
and indeed, once (6) is proved, it follows from (7) that cQ+ is consistent 
with P+ , where c = exp[++(O)]. A ssuming for the moment that (6) 
is true, so that the function t k Q+([ + tlv) is almost periodic, we see 
that this function may be extended to a function z bQ+(S; z), 
bounded and analytic in the lower half plane, since all the Fourier 
exponents in the spectrum of t t-+ Q+([ + tlv) are nonpositive. We 
also prove that Q+(S; a) is nonvanishing in the open lower half plane. 
Of course, Q-(4; z) is defined analogously in the upper half plane and 
is nonvanishing there, and we note that Q/Q- provides an analytic 
continuation of Q+ into the upper half plane. To complete the proof 
we will apply some general results about analytic almost periodic 
functions. 
We begin the proof of (6) by observing that 
/3+ = B+[log(Q/P+@P.e’=)] - B-(log P+“) + S’+(log P-@), (8) 
and we analyze each of these terms in succession. First we claim that 
Q/Pq E C,,(Tn). Since Q/P” in C” away from the origin, it suffices to 
exhibit a function in C,,(T”) which agrees with Q/P@ near the 
origin. Using the Taylor series expansion of Q at zero we write 
where fj is homogeneous of degree j and F belongs to Ck near the 
origin. If # E C,“(R”) is supported near the origin, then #FE C,,(Tfi) 
providing K is chosen sufficiently large; by Lemma 2, $4 E C,,(T”). 
Thus Q/P” E C&T”). S ince both 1ogQ and log P@ are periodic, 
log(Q/Pw) is globally defined on Tn; it follows from Lemma 3 that 
log(Q/Pe) belongs to C&T”), so of course 9+[log(Q/Pe)] also belongs 
to this space. 
We now show for the second term in (8) that in spite of the fact that 
log P+@ is singular at the origin, B-(log P+@) E Cds(T”); in other 
words, the Fourier coefficients giving rise to the singularity lie in the 
other half space. Our proof of this fact is based on estimating the 
integral for the Fourier coefficients of log P+w, 
cj = 
s TR d-t e-i(i%45) log P+(S), 
by what amounts to a deformation of the contour. Define t = (5, N), 
the normal coordinate, and let ~1 be a differential form of degree n - 1 
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on R” orthogonal to dt such that dp = 0 and dt A y = d[, A a-* A d5, . 
We embed Rn in R” x (-“o, 01, using (6, s) as coordinates, and 
we define the n-form on R” x (- co, O] 
where P+(.$; a) is defined by (2). By Stokes’ theorem 
cj = i “j = - Px(0) s T”X(-E} wj + J TDX(-60) da+ (6 z 0). (9) 
In computing dwj , a great deal of cancellation occurs as a result of the 
fact that exp[--i (j, e> + (j, N) $1 and log P+(S; is) are analytic 
functions of (t + is); using the Cauchy-Riemann equations one finds 
that 
dwj = (i exp[ -i( j, 4) + (j, N)s] +/HV([) log P+(& ;S)> df A ds. 
Now by (9) 
and we show that both of the sums on the right in (IO) are finite. For 
the first one, 
J 7”x(-r} wj = e-di.N) s 7” dt e-i<*J)tp(& log P+(f; -4). 
Since P+( *; -;E) is nonvanishing, p log P+(*; -in) E C&T”), and we 
note that for (j, N) > 0 the exponential e-*(iaN) is decaying; hence 
7”x(-.} 
wj 
I 
< 11 p log P+(*; 4) : Cabs (/ < 03. 
Similarly 
s px(- o)dwj = i p 
ds e<i.N)~ 
c. --c 
j,. dl e+jse> g (f) log P+(f; is); 
here the crucial point is that +/aiVvanishes in a neighborhood of the 
singularity of log P+ at the origin so that the integrand belongs to 
C,,,(T”). The second sum in (10) is also finite, and we conclude that 
.P-(log P+*) E C&T”). It follows by symmetry that the third term in 
(8) also belongs to C&T”), so by (7), Q.+ E C,,(T”). 
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In addition, we claim that Q+(f; z), the analytic continuation of 
t t-t Q+(I + tN) into the lower half plane, is nonzero for 
Im z < 0. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that 
log Q+(.; z) E C,,(T”) f or I m z < 0, whose proof uses the deformation 
of contour idea applied above; indeed, 
11 log Q+(.; --is) - log P+“(., -is) : Cabs /I
is bounded for 0 < s < 6. We omit the details of this calculation. 
By our remarks above, we now know that Q+([; .) is an entire 
function, bounded and nonvanishing in the lower half plane, and it 
remains to be shown only that Q+([; *) is of exponential type and that 
Q+([; *) has a nonzero limit as Im z -+ -co. To fill these gaps we 
need some facts from the theory of analytic almost periodic functions, 
which we summarize in the next paragraph. These results are 
abstracted from Levin [3], Chap. VI, Sections 2, 3. 
Let F be an almost periodic function analytic in the lower half plane 
and suppose that all the Fourier exponents of F belong to the interval 
(-co, A]; we assume that h is the least upper bound of the spectrum. 
For F to be non-vanishing in some lower half plane {Z 1 Im z < --M}, 
it is necessary and sufficient that the Fourier series of F contain the 
term ein(*) with a nonzero coefficient. If eia”) does appear in the 
Fourier series of F, then this term dominates the other terms in the 
series for Im z large negative, so that e-‘iAZF(z) tends to the coefficient 
of this term as Im z -+ --co, uniformly in RI Z. If the zeros of F are 
contained in (Im z > --Ml, then along any line {Im z = s} below the 
zeros of F, the mean motion of F, defined by the limit 
e 
F 
= lim argF(t + is) - argF(--t + is) 
t+m 2t , 
exists. Moreover, the mean motion of F along such lines is the same 
as the mean motion of the dominant term in the Fourier series of F; 
that is, 8, = A. 
With these results the remainder of the proof is elementary. Since 
Q+([; *) is nonvanishing in the lower half plane and its spectrum is 
contained in (- co, 01, we conclude that for some constant h < 0 
I Q+(S; 41 2 E I da2 I
if Im z is large negative. Therefore Q- = Q/Q+ is of exponential 
growth in the lower half plane. Of course, Q- is bounded in the upper 
half plane, so Q- is of exponential type; the same conclusion holds for 
Q, by symmetry. 
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Because log Q(.; is) E C,,(T”) for s < 0, the function 
t I+ arg Q+(t; t + is) = arg Q+([ + tN; is) 
is the restriction to a skew line of a continuous function on the torus 
and is therefore bounded. Thus the mean motion of Q+([; *) along a 
line {Im x = s> is zero if s < 0, so that zero is the least upper bound 
of the spectrum of Q+(c; m). H ence Q+ possesses a nonzero limit as 
Imz-+ --co. 
This completes the proof of the factorization theorem. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An inspection of the proof of the factorization theorem shows that 
the vector k which occurs in the exponential multiplier ei(k,*) is given 
by Eq. (5); that is, each component of k is (2n)-l times the change in 
argQ along the corresponding period vector of Q. The mean motion 
of Q along N is given by 
lim argQ(5 + tN> - argQ(5 - W = (k, iv) 
t+m 2t 
Motivated by the analogy with the index condition familiar from the 
theory of Toeplitz operators, we tentatively define a difference operator 
Q to be properly elliptic if Q is elliptic and k = 0. 
The factors Q* of the theorem are not uniquely determined if the 
line {tN} is not dense in the torus. In this case the components of N 
are linearly dependent over the rationals, so that the set 
S = {jEZn 1 (j,iV) = 0) 
contains some nonzero vector (infinitely many, in fact). If 
F = 1 cjei<j..) 
jSS 
is any nonvanishing function in C&T”) such that F(0) = 1 whose 
Fourier series contains only terms from S, then the factors (Q+/F) 
and (FQ-) also verify all the conclusions of the theorem. It is not 
difficult to show that the factorization is unique if the line {tN} is 
dense in Tn. 
We also remark that apparently the factors Qf do not depend 
continuously on the normal vector N. In the factorization, the terms 
ei(j,.) of the Fourier series of log Q are assigned to either log Q+ or 
580/s/3-5 
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log Q- according to the sign of (j, N). If (j, N) = 0, a small change 
in N can shift the term ei<j,‘) from one factor to the other. Although 
this difficulty is of no consequence for boundary value problems on 
a half space, presumably it will complicate the transition to more 
general domains. 
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